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North opens 1♥, East bids 1NT and then auctions may differ. Some South's will pass, 
the rest will bid. Bidding 2♣ is optimistic without some sort of ♥ support but North will 
bid 2♥ and there the matter should rest. Against a good defence this goes one down 
but I expect to see many making eight tricks by means of 5 ♥ tricks, two ♠s and one ♣ 
when the ♣ lead from North is ducked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12-14 no-trumpers will open 1NT which should end the auction. The Souths with a 4:4 
major suit 'Gadget' will employ it and NS will bid 2♠. If 2♣ is the convention then West 
may double to show ♣s and East may well take the view to compete in ♣s. If East 
does not view to compete West cannot really balance with a take out double holding 
only 2 ♦s. Strong no-trump openers will open 1♦, South doubles and West should bid 
one no-trump. 2♠ from North should end the auction. 
 
 
 
 
 
First to go is South who has a choice of bids. 1NT, 1♠ and pass are all choices that 
may be made. Pass or 1♠ will see East enter the auction at some point with a ♥ bid 
enabling West to find the ♥ lead if North/South reach 3NT. Should South open 1NT 
and a final contract of 3NT be declared then West will probably lead a ♠ and South 
may scramble nine tricks. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
Two passes to East who opens 1♣. South may double but many will overcall 1♠ with 
the intention of doubling later. A likely auction maybe 
   West. North. East. S. 
   P P 1♣ 1♠ 
   X P 2♣ X 
   XX 2♠   
Does West now compete with 3♣? A part score is likely but pairs reaching 3NT 
East/West will score well. 
. 
 

 
Again two passes start the auction. South opens the bidding with 1♦. West is likely to 
compete with 1♠, North should pass and East should try 2♦ - a UCB to find out the 
strength of partner's ♠ overcall. Clearly West rebids their weakest bid - 2♠. If South 
competes further with 3♦, West should lead the K♣. If South is playing a strong NT this 
will probably be passed out. 
 
 
 
 
 

 1    AJT 
North AK9743 
None  T86 
      6 
9842       KQ7 
T62        QJ5 
KQJ3       A95 
J9         A832 
      653 
      8 
      742 
      KQT754 

 2    QT98 
East  KT4 
NS    KT83 
      T5 
K76        A3 
A95        Q73 
92         Q7654 
J9732      KQ4 
      J542 
      J862 
      AJ 
      A86 

 3    AK 
South 753 
EW    QT94 
      K843 
T962       73 
6          AKJT98 
J765       K3 
JT96       A72 
      QJ854 
      Q42 
      A82 
      Q5 

 4    T64 
West  QJ4 
All   9865 
      874 
K97        QJ 
A652       93 
JT7        A43 
Q93        AJT652 
      A8532 
      KT87 
      KQ2 
      K 

 5    Q64 
North Q72 
NS    J2 
      JT743 
KJ753      T98 
965        K843 
983        K5 
KQ         A865 
      A2 
      AJT 
      AQT764 
      92 
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Choices - do I pre-empt with 3♠ or not? If not what are the alternatives for West? Well 
1♠ or 2♠ are both possibilities. The downside to West's 3♠ is the 7-2-2-2 shape. Give 
South either jack from North then 3♠ becomes the final contract and West is now 
dependent on partner to cover his potential ♠ loser and five of his outside losers. He 
indeed has the cover but minus 200 is always a likely outcome with this shape. Where 
3♠ is opened North will double and all South can do is bid 4♣, likely to be one down. 
 
 
 
 
 
4:4:4:1, bid the suit below the singleton? I couldn't bring myself to open 1♦ on four to 
the nine. Well 1♣ is two suits below the singleton but looks a much better bid. West is 
likely to overcall 1♥ but North can still bid ♠s to show five, as double of the ♥ bid should 
show four ♠s. East will probably bid two ♥s. What should South bid now? Three ♥s will 
show ♠ support with a raise to at least 3♠ and shortage in ♥s. North should now find the 
4♠ contract. 
 
 
 
 
 
North's opening bid will divide into camps where some always bid black 5:5 hands 
with opening 1♣. Others will bid 1♠. Others chose on the day with the decision that 
strong hands open one ♣ as you are always going to bid the ♠ suit later irrespective of 
opponents raising to a high level. You therefore decide to open 1♠ where you assess 
that 1♣ - followed by opponents raising to the four level in ♦s or ♥s will see you unable 
to introduce your five card major suit. Here you are plenty good enough to open 1♣. 
East overcalls 1♦, South passes and West bids 1♥. North will try 1♠, partner should 
make a courtesy raise and 4♠ becomes the final contract unless EW bid on to the five 
level and regret it. 1♠ opening by North may also be passed out. 
 

  
North passes and East opens 1♥. South should bid 1♠, West passes and North, bidding 
to the level of the fit, bids 4♠. All East can do is double. West now has some awkward 
choices. Does he 'take the money' and pass. He could bid 5♦ or more scientifically bid 
4NT to show both minors. A pass will bring 500 in the plus column, the bid of 5♦ can 
bring 600. You do need to pick up the ♣Q. It can be done with an intra-finesse by 
playing the ♣A and then advancing the ♣J. If South covers the ♣10 is pinned and the 
♣9 is the eleventh trick. Well done if you brought this home!      
 
 
 
 
1♣ from West will see various 'gadgets' employed to show the two suited hand. If both 
players are on the same wavelength (often these bids go wrong) South can 'see' five 
♥s in North's hand. A jump to 4♥ is automatic. There are 4 losers in ♥s but opponents 
do not know this and may bid on to 5♦. Either way you have given them a choice 
which hopefully they get wrong! It may make or it may tip EW into the five level which 
could be too high.  
 
 
 
 

 

 6    T5 
East  AJ72 
EW    AKJ9 
      Q76 
AQJ8763    K9 
T9         KQ65 
63         Q542 
85         T43 
      42 
      843 
      T87 
      AKJ92 

 7    K9764 
South K854 
All   J 
      T74 
JT         32 
J7632      AQT 
AKQT       7532 
53         QJ92 
      AQ85 
      9 
      9864 
      AK86 

 8    AQJ62 
West  K7 
None  K 
      AKT86 
5          KT7 
AQ942      53 
853        AQ974 
J954       Q32 
      9843 
      JT86 
      JT62 
      7 

 9    AJ873 
North K753 
EW    84 
      T5 
62         K 
64         AQ82 
QT952      AJ63 
K762       AJ94 
      QT954 
      JT9 
      K7 
      Q83 

 10   AJT43 
East  AT972 
All   43 
      5 
KQ         9852 
84         Q3 
AJT7       K9852 
AQ986      KT 
      76 
      KJ65 
      Q6 
      J7432 
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South has minimum 1♣ or 1NT opening and if you belong to the 'I've paid my entry 
money I am going to have a bid' this is for you. Over a 1♣ opening West can bid 2♣ 
to show the remaining extreme two suits so immediately East knows they have a 
huge ♦ fit. However North knows they have a large ♣ fit so a jump to 5♣ will be made 
by many.  Over 1NT by South, West may be able to show two suits and if the ♦ fit can 
be found East can see chances of a slam are excellent. It just depends which, Little 
or Large? East knows partner has a ♠ suit so a good chance is that there aren't two 
losing ♠s so 6♦ will be bid at a number of tables. This may push NS into 7♣ to 
concede 1100 or 1400. Either way a lively board. 
 

.  
1NT from West. Will North overcall ♠s? See hand 11 notes! At the vulnerability it is 
chancy. However East has a number of ways forward. Gaining popularity is the Take 
Out double, West bids 3♥, East raises to 4♥. East could bid a direct 3♥ over 2♠, again 
partner raises to 4♥. The bid at the three level is forcing to game and many will shy 
away from forcing on a suit nine high. It does however show that being aggressive in 
competition can and does pay dividends. If North passes 1NT, East transfers, South 
passes and West breaks the transfer. East comfortably bids 4♥.  
 
 
 

 
Some players in the North seat will have 2NT as a minor suit 5-5 hand with 5-9pts. 
Clearly East will bid three ♥s, now where does the merry-go-round stop? South will 
surely bid 5♣, 5♦ from West should be a slam try in ♥s, at equal vulnerability North  
may press on with 6♣. Do EW take the money or stretch to 6♥? The majority will bid 
6♥, indeed some may take a shot at 7♥! Pity about the missing ace! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
East opens 1♣, South passes West bids 1♦. North will not resist the urge to bid 2♠. 
East bids 3♦, South either bids 3♠ or passes.     
If the auction goes: 
  West. North.  East. S. 
    1♣ P 
  1♦ 2♠ 3♦ P 
       ?  
West will now pass. Should South have bid over 3♦ with 3 ♠s? Double should be for 
penalty. Those bidding 3NT with the EW cards will be relieved to find the ♦K in the 
'right' place! 

 
 
South to bid 1♠, West passes, North is not good enough to bid at the two level so 
responds 1NT. South rebids 2♥, now it is the old, old question of do you want to play in 
the 5:2 suit or the 4:3. Some hate 4:3 fits but there may be a slight advantage in 
passing as partner may be 5:5 shape. If partner hates 4:3 fits then bid 2♠ to keep the 
peace. Here the choice has no effect on the outcome so peace should prevail. 
Although as Deep Finesse will not be playing the cards at the table - it might! 
 
 
 

 11   T87 
South J842 
None   
      KQJT94 
AQ432      65 
6          AKT75 
KT954      AQ7632 
86          
      KJ9 
      Q93 
      J8 
      A7532 

 12   QJ9542 
West  T 
NS    9532 
      KT 
AT7        3 
KQ74       96532 
Q6         AKT7 
J763       A98 
      K86 
      AJ8 
      J84 
      Q542 

 13   T94 
North  
All   QJ983 
      K6532 
AQ         J86 
K985432    AQJT76 
A62        K5 
J          Q8 
      K7532 
       
      T74 
      AT974 

 14   AT8765 
East  T54 
None  K93 
      4 
42         KJ 
K962       A8 
JT864      AQ52 
AT         J9765 
      Q93 
      QJ73 
      7 
      KQ832 

 15   43 
South A65 
NS    QT986 
      Q43 
QJT2       85 
98         J743 
AJ43       K72 
T87        A962 
      AK976 
      KQT2 
      5 
      KJ5 
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Opening bids by West could include 1♥, 2♣, 2♥ (Strong) or even 2NT yet the contract 
belongs to NS. Regardless of the opening bid by West, North is likely to bid ♦s, South 
will present their ♠ suit and a misfit is established. West will expend any number of 
doubles from this point but may find themselves disappointed when opponents have 
voids in the major suits, void ♠ with North and ♥ void with South. Suddenly tricks with 
the ♠A and the ♥A disappear. How many partnerships have methods to show 2 suited 
hands if the auction were 2NT-P-P-?                   
 
 
    
 
Two passes to South who will either pass or open. Bids of 1♠, 1NT and 1♣ will be 
made, others will just pass. Where 1♣ is opened your two suited overcall will probably 
be employed. I would prefer a ♠ overcall of 1♣ with the intension of bidding my ♦s until 
someone withers, probably partner. After a ♠ opener I suggest 2♦ with the intension of 
trying to show ♠ length later. If South bids1NT you may wish to introduce your two-
suited convention but for me I would jump to 3♠. In the event that South passes third in 
hand what now? My money is on 3♠! With eleven cards in two suits you could be 
opening the flood gates in ♣/♥ combinations. Take up bidding space, partner should 
recognize a fourth in hand three level opener as having good playing potential but 
limited points. 

 
 
East either opens 1♠ or 1NT. With a poor 5 card suit many will not wish to rebid the 
suit and so opt for a 1NT opener. With six ♣s and a ten count West is likely to show an 
interest in game in no-trumps. East with 3 aces will accept any invitation and a low ♥ 
lead will spell defeat. Those starting with the ♥A, ♥K will find themselves stranded with 
a 'winner' they are unable to cash as North, when winning the ♣ trick, will not be able 
to reach the South hand. 
 
 
 
 
 
Two passes to North. What is your style? Those 'bidding up the line' will open 1♣, 
others will open 1♥ or 1NT depending on NT range. Over a suit bid East should bid 
1NT. Should a strong NT be opened by North, East should double if for penalties and 
bid 2♥ naturally if not. 
Options:  
1) If North opens 1♣ East overcalls 1♥ (may be passed out) 
2) If North opens 1♥ East Passes (might get passed out) 
3) If North opens 1NT East can double or make a two suited overcall. Take your pick! 
 
 

 
West to open 1♦. Many holding the North cards will bid 1♠. Without competition East 
would bid 2♦ but in competition you should bid one more, here raising to 3♦. Should 
South bid 3♠, East should double this as one down undoubled is not sufficient if your 3♦ 
contract is successful. This may be risky but it is pairs. A bottom is a bottom but you 
are not conceding many imps which you would if this was a teams competition.  
 
 
 
 

 16    
West  KT63 
EW    KQJ754 
      JT9 
AQ65       T73 
AQJ98      7542 
A          T986 
K82        53 
      KJ9842 
       
      32 
      AQ764 

 17   3 
North AJ86 
None  A92 
      J9873 
AT9764     J2 
72         KT54 
KQJT5      864 
           KQ65 
      KQ85 
      Q93 
      73 
      AT42 

 18   QT52 
East  543 
NS    KQ3 
      J95 
KJ         A9873 
Q6         J92 
J54        A97 
KT8732     A4 
      64 
      AKT87 
      T862 
      Q6 

 19   K53 
South T974 
EW    AK 
      AJ86 
AT72       Q8 
Q          AK532 
8542       QJ 
T952       KQ73 
      J964 
      J86 
      T9763 
      4 

 20   KJT84 
West  962 
All   9 
      AJ85 
A          Q763 
K74        Q85 
KT752      Q643 
K764       Q3 
      952 
      AJT3 
      AJ8 
      T92 
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North to open 1♠. East may not be proud of his double but nevertheless double will be 
made at many tables. South should raise to 2♠. What should West do now? You 
would like to join the auction but what bid might you make? If you double you would 
draw your attention to ♥s so should be rejected. But which four card minor do you bid? 
If you have to rely on it being your lucky day, good luck! You can give partner the 
choice by bidding 2NT. This shows two places to play and not doubling to promise ♥s 
narrows this down to the minors. If you hold a 'natural' 2NT bid, bid 3NT! 
 
 
 

 
Pass from East. South? A number will bid 3♣. A hand of 7222 shape is not ideal and at 
the end of an auction seeing EW bidding to 4♠ North will almost certainly bid 5♣. With 
two losers in each suit there are still the same six losers for NS and North will not be 
impressed with South's choice of opening bid. A question would arise should South 
play in 5♣ doubled. What does West lead? A ♣ is safest but some will lead the A♠ in 
which case South will escape with 500pts. 
 
 
 
 
 
1NT from South, pass from West, leaves North with a choice. Do you decide to take 
out to 3♣ or take an ambitious 3NT. For the adventurous if the ♣s work for you 3NT 
may well make. Here it does even with partner not having a ♣ honour. Give up the first 
round of ♣s and then take six ♣s, two top ♠s and the ♥A for nine tricks.  This is a large 
gamble and a transfer bid including ♣s will identify ♣s with South on their rebid. You 
would now play in 3♣ as South doesn't have a ♣ honour. Strange game isn't it? 
Remember to apologise to opponents for the success of your 'reckless' bidding! 
 
 
 
 
West passes and North may have a 2♠ opener, playing Lucas to show 5 ♠s 
and another four card suit. South is likely to show interest with either 2NT relay or 3♥. 
Either way NS should stop in 3♠ but already they are too high when North opened 2♠. 
Where North passes East will stretch to open 1♦. South will bid ♥s, overcalling 1♥ or 
doubling. If double is chosen North will bid 1♠ with South bidding 2♥, but they are too 
high as well. A possible sequence  might well be: 
   West. North. East. S. 
   P   P 1♦ 1♥ 
   X or1♠ P 2♣ 2♥  for not a good result. 
 

 
North passes, East bids 1♠, South passes and West bids 2♥. East can bid 3♦ but 
may also bid 3♠ (forcing with 6 ♠s). After 3♠, cue bids of 4♣ (West),4♦ (East), 4♥ 
(West) follow. East trots out 4NT and finds the ♠Q is missing, so the final contract of 
6♠ will probably follow and is a solid make. Deep finesse says you can make 7♠!  The 
adventurous will have bid 7♠ and probably go down. To make 7♠ you must lead the  
♠J through South. This pins the ♠10 held by North. No losers, plenty of joy for EW. I 
cannot see any reason to play this way but to bring a grand slam on an intra-finesse 
would indeed be very satisfying. 
 
 

 

 21   AKJ842 
North AQ76 
NS    94 
      7 
T9         73 
T95        KJ32 
Q872       AK 
AQ62       JT854 
      Q65 
      84 
      JT653 
      K93 

 22   J6 
East  J542 
EW    Q74 
      AK72 
A8743      QT95 
AQ8        KT93 
A985       KJT2 
J          T 
      K2 
      76 
      63 
      Q986543 

 23   6 
South Q65 
All   85 
      AJ87643 
T84        QJ975 
KT972      84 
JT9        AK62 
K9         QT 
      AK32 
      AJ3 
      Q743 
      52 

 24   JT987 
West   
None  Q952 
      QJT4 
KQ42       5 
9873       KT2 
T76        AJ843 
A2         K973 
      A63 
      AQJ654 
      K 
      865 

 25   T 
North J932 
EW    Q875 
      JT76 
K76        AJ9543 
AQT86      K4 
92         AKJT 
AK8        9 
      Q82 
      75 
      643 
      Q5432 
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With Lucas available East will open 2♠. South may double but West knowing they 
have a ten card fit will jump to 4♠. North's best bid is 4NT - two suits to play. South 
should bid 5♦ as if partner has ♦s and ♥s this is where you wish to play. If they hold 
both minors again you prefer ♦s. You are of course too high, as were opponents when 
they bid 4♠. Any pair obtaining a plus score should do well. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Again another two-suiter. Should South pass, West will pass and North will bid either 
1♦  or 1NT, depending on No-trump strength. With the shape in South optimists will 
stretch to four of whichever major they fancy. The spotlight falls on West for the 
opening lead. A ♣ lead from ♣KJ86 doesn't look attractive and on any other lead 
declarer will bring home their contract, discarding a ♣ on the two top ♦ honours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
West passes, North bids 1♠. Whether East doubles or not, South is likely to play in 
3NT. I cannot see many making nine tricks. To make this you have to finesse the ♠s 
twice. Entries to your hand are scarce and you have to play a ♣ to your hand! The 
favourable position of the ♣AK sees you home. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many auctions will go with North opening either 1♦ or 1♠. South will bid 1NT. This 
really should be passed as raising to 2NT is very optimistic. However South will not 
progress any further. Nine tricks will be made due to the favourable distribution but 
this is one hand where I may not like the result but be satisfied to make a part score. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
East passes, South opens 1♦. West passes, North responds 1♥. East may belong to 
the 'I have paid my entry money, I'm going to have a bid' union and bid 2♣. South can 
now bid or pass. Pass should show a minimum hand with five ♦s.  2♦ also shows a 
minimum hand with a little extra. Here you have extra with the sixth ♦. When partner 
hears 2♦ they will quite happily settle for 3NT. Once South has opened all roads lead 
to 3NT. 
 
 

 26   K 
East  4 
All   AT943 
      KQJ986 
AQ842      JT653 
985        AJT72 
KJ5        6 
74         T5 
      97 
      KQ63 
      Q872 
      A32 

 27   AK5 
South J75 
None  AK87 
      543 
9          8763 
Q82        A3 
QJ642      T53 
KJ86       AQT2 
      QJT42 
      KT964 
      9 
      97 

 28   AKJ74 
West  K 
NS    K86 
      T753 
Q952       63 
732        QT94 
JT92       Q74 
J8         AK62 
      T8 
      AJ865 
      A53 
      Q94 

 29   KQ53 
North AK9 
All   KJT7 
      92 
A9874      J 
Q75        JT62 
Q63        982 
86         AQJ73 
      T62 
      843 
      A54 
      KT54 

 30   A762 
East  T953 
None  KQJ 
      AT 
JT984      K53 
AQ8        K76 
653        2 
54         J98763 
      Q 
      J42 
      AT9874 
      KQ2 


